DINGS 5600 BRAKE:

TWO DISC MODELS:

TORQUE: 8 to 15 lb-ft
VOLTAGE: STANDARD VAC's
PHASE: 1
FREQ: 50 or 60 Hz.
BORE: 5/8” to 1-1/8” NOM.

DUAL VOLTAGE WIRING DIAGRAM

* LOW VOLTAGE CONNECTION (230V)
  1 2 3 4
  YELLOW BLACK BLACK YELLOW
  (OR WHITE)
  LINE 1
  LINE 2

* HIGH VOLTAGE CONNECTION (460V)
  1 2 3 4
  YELLOW BLACK BLACK YELLOW
  (OR WHITE)
  LINE 1
  LINE 2

NOTE: OPTIONAL MANUAL RELEASE NOT SHOWN.
OPTIONAL EXTERNAL WIRING OUTLET NOT SHOWN.

STANDARD INT. WIRING HOLE

STANDARD INT. WIRING HOLE (QTY: 2)

AIR GAP
ADJUSTMENT NUT

HUB LOCATION

1" HUB LENGTH

0.81"

4.01" HEIGHT REF.

STANDARD MINIMUM
Air Gap ~0.07”
(MAX Air Gap ~0.22”)

HUB MOUNTING FACE

MOTOR MOUNTING FACE

4750 WEST ELECTRIC AVE
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55416 U.S.A.